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Summary
 Green bonds can achieve significant environmental impact and yield
 EM corporate green bonds may achieve the greatest environmental impact
 We see three reasons why green bonds can outperform non-green bonds
The past few years has witnessed significant market innovation, with the rapid rise
in green, social and sustainability bond supply. These bonds allow investors to
achieve positive environmental and social impact, in addition to an attractive yield.
Maximising green impact
We think investors can achieve significant environmental impact by buying bonds
funding renewable energy projects in countries with a high carbon intensity of GDP
– countries like South Africa and China (see Figure 5 on page 10). For example, a
new renewable energy plant in China may replace coal fired generation; while a
new renewables plant in Sweden may only replace gas or existing renewables.
But once a country has a low carbon intensity of GDP, the country’s low carbon
electricity should be used to power transport and heating. Bonds that fund metro
and rail systems in states like France, help move passengers out of cars and
aeroplanes, onto the low carbon public transport system.
Advancing the UN SDGs
Some investors want to buy bonds that bring a range of social benefits too. For this
approach, it makes sense to own bonds that try to advance one or more of the
United Nation’s 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Fortunately, there is
now a commonly recognised method for linking projects funded by green, social
and sustainability bonds to the SDGs (see Figure 7 on page 11).
Credit outperformance
In addition to positive environmental impact, we think green bonds can outperform
non-green bond on credit terms too. In section 5 we discuss three reasons for this:
 investing in green bonds may give an informational advantage
 green bond issuers may better negotiate new laws and consumer boycotts
 issuing a green bond may refine the issuer’s ESG strategy and positioning
Preferences within the green bond space
Having argued in favour of EM green bonds for environmental impact, what type of
green bond do we favour on credit terms? We prefer conglomerate style green
bonds over ‘pure play’ green bonds; we prefer corporate green bonds to bank
green bonds; we have reservations about ‘resiliency’ style green bonds.
This report
This report explores green bonds and how they work (see section 2), then charts
the rise in social and sustainability bond supply (section 3). The report explains
which type of green bonds might have the maximum environmental impact (section
4) and sets out why green bonds may see credit outperformance over non-green
bonds (section 5). The report then sets our preferences within the green bond
space (section 6).
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Green bond basics
 The Green Bond Principles accelerated green bond supply
 The ‘use of proceeds’ bond format is the workhorse of the market
 Many utilities, conglomerates and financials issue green bonds
The green bond market has been broadening and deepening, with USD172.5bn of
green bonds issued in 2019, the greatest level of annual issuance so far 1.

All of a green bond’s
proceeds are spent
on green projects

Only a few requirements need to be fulfilled for a bond to be green. According to
the Green Bond Principles (GBPs), the issuer needs to i) agree that 100% of the
proceeds raised through the issue are spent on green projects; ii) declare that the
bond is green before it is issued (one cannot declare the bond to be green halfway
through its life); and iii) agree to some level of reporting on how the bond proceeds
are actually spent.
So the green bond format is quite simple. But two technicalities need to be
understood, both of which have allowed the green bond market to grow quickly, we
think. The first is that most green bonds are issued in the ‘use of proceeds’ format.
The second is that green bonds can be issued on the basis of green investments
funded over the past years, not just to fund projects in the future; they can be
issued via a ‘look back’ format as well as a ‘look forward’ format.

The ‘use of
proceeds’ structure
is versatile

‘Use of proceeds’ bond format is work horse of the green bond market
In our view, the green bond market is successful because it hit upon this versatile
and unique bond structure, the ‘use of proceeds’ structure. This channels all bond
proceeds to environmental projects while allowing the bond’s principal and interest
to be paid off from the full breadth of the issuer’s business (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Nature of ‘Use of Proceeds’ Bond Cash Flows

Source: HSBC

1

Bloomberg, Green Bonds Update, 19 May 2020.
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So the buyer of a green bond knows her bond proceeds will fund environmental
projects; but at the same time she is facing the full credit quality of the issuing
entity. Bond investors know that the proceeds of a green bond will fund
environmental projects, while benefitting from the – normally higher – credit quality
of the whole issuing entity.

Three benefits of
‘use of proceeds’
format

The ‘use of proceeds’ format has three strong selling point; the format:
 lets investors know which green projects or project types are being funded
 allows green projects to get cheaper funding than on a stand-alone basis
 means many entities - not just clean tech firms - can issue a green bond
Green bonds can be ‘look forward’ or ‘look back’
A second feature that has allowed green bonds to thrive is that green bonds can
either be based on a ‘look forward’ or ‘look back’ principle. For a look forward
green bond, the issuer declares how the proceeds will be lent in the future,
describing the green projects or project types that should be funded.
The ‘look back’ green bond is designed to refinance loans that have already been
lent out on green projects. (Some green bonds limit the ‘look back’ period to two
years). The fact that one can issue a green bond against assets already
constructed has allowed the green bond market to grow more quickly than
otherwise would have been possible.
Green bond market has overcome criticisms
The green bond market has faced criticisms. One claim is that poor quality projects
– that actually are not green – are sometimes awarded a green label: the
‘greenwash’ criticism. The other is that green bond projects are not ‘additional’ and
do not achieve green capex beyond that which already would have occured.
‘Cottage’ industry has developed to offer verification services
In terms of the first claim, issuers are working with a proliferation of service
providers that will verify whether a green bond is green or not. A ‘cottage industry’
of verifiers has grown up to address this question. Issuers pay an external provider
to analyse the bond before it is issued, to confirm its green credentials.

Two ways to verify a
green bond

Verification can be done in two ways. An issuer can pay for a ‘second party
opinion’ from the likes of CICERO or Sustainalytics. This document essentially
states whether or not the bond has been created in line with the green bond
principles.
Alternatively, the issuer can receive a third party verification, issued by Climate
Bonds Initiative (CBI). The CBI commissions academics to state what a green
bond should look like in different sectors of the economy. In this instance, an issuer
has its bond compared against the appropriate CBI taxonomy.
Both verification routes have proven successful. More bonds tend to come to the
market with second party opinions than with third party verifications. But we regard
the third party verification as the more testing of the two accreditation schemes.
‘Additionality’ criticism is invalid, we think
The second criticism, that projects funded by green bonds are not ‘additional’, we
think fails to understand the nature of the green bond market. We do not think that
the value of a green bond label is so great that it on its own it will allow a company
to build a green building or create a nw green asset. People who think that a green
bond label on its own should provoke an entirely new green project, are confusing
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the green bond label concept with the idea of a carbon price. A carbon price of
EUR80/t might instigate a lot of new green investments; but a green bond label on
its own cannot.

The green bond
label cuts
transaction costs

What a green bond label does do, however, is to lower the transaction costs an
investor faces, when trying to access bonds that fund green projects.
That being said, we think that once a firm begins to issue green bonds, over time it
will begin to take on a more pronounced environmental profile. This is because if it
simply begins to issue green bonds but does not increase its environmental profile,
then in the future when it issues ‘non-green’ bonds, these bonds will be ‘dirtier’
than the bonds it used to issue before it issued its first green bond.
So although the green bond label may not provoke new, additional green assets,
we expect that once a firm begins to issue green bonds, it will re-orientate itself
into a more environmentally focussed positioning.
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Social and sustainability bonds
 Social bonds fund social projects that support disadvantaged groups
 Sustainability bonds fund environmental and social projects
 ‘Transition’ and ‘SDG-linked’ bonds yet to gain widespread recognition
Hard on the heels of green bond supply, the supply of social and sustainability
bonds has risen too. But what exactly are social and sustainability bonds? The
Social Bond Principles says that a social bond will fund one or more social
projects, to help one or more disadvantaged group of people. A sustainability bond
will fund both green and social projects (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Green, Social and Sustainability Bonds

Source: HSBC

Social bond supply
growing rapidly in
2020

In 2019 sustainability bonds supply grew faster than both green and social bond
supply. Sustainability bonds proved particularly attractive for sub-sovereigns
(cities, regions and provinces) looking to fund green and social projects (renewable
energy, public transport and metro systems). More recently, the covid-19 crisis has
seen a rise in social bond supply.
We regard ‘social bonds’ to be distinct from the earlier concept of ‘social impact
bonds’. While both are ‘use of proceed bonds’, social impacts bonds are smaller
and more bespoke. Social impact bonds can have coupon step up or step down
language related to particular social targets. For example, Peterborough prison in
the UK issued a social impact bond and its coupon was linked to the level of
reoffending by released prisoners. Social bonds by contrast are larger, simpler,
and do not use coupon step language.
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Transition bond concept mooted
More recently we have seen yet more types of bond label being proposed.
Investors need to be clear how these different labels relate to one another.
In 2019 AXA IM argued for a new ‘transition’ bond label to be introduced, saying
that whenever an industrial or energy firm issues a green bond, it can be quite
heavily criticised, on the grounds that the issuing entity itself is not green. In one
sense, perhaps, this criticism is not fair. The GBP says that issuers of green bonds
do not themselves have to be green. In any case, industrials and energy firms
have been discouraged from issuing green bonds.
The new proposition is that if a bond funds a project achieving significant emission
reduction and funds a move to the end state of wholly green technology, this
should be seen as ‘green’. If a bond funds a project that achieves significant
emission reduction, but does involve wholly green technology, it should be called a
‘transition bond’.

A ‘transition’ bond
might fund coal to
gas fuel switching

Under these definitions, a green bond could fund wind farms, for example, while a
transition bond might fund coal to gas fuel switching project, or energy efficiency
within an industrial firm.
Only a few transition bonds have been issued. The Italian gas transit firm Snam for
example issued a bond to cut methane emissions. Snam decided not to call it a
green bond because although it achieved significant CO 2 equivalent emission
reduction, Snam intend to remain active in gas.
Enel issued SDG-linked bond
The Italian utility Enel recently issued four bonds that it described as ‘SDG-linked’.
The bonds’ coupons are linked to Enel achieving one or two environmental targets
in the future. But the bond is issued as a general corporate purposes bond, rather
than as a use of proceed bond. This means the bond proceeds could be used for
any purpose, including in theory financing a new thermal power plant.
Figure 3: Different Types of Labelled bond

Source: HSBC
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Green bonds to maximise impact
 Prefer green bonds that fund renewable energy in dirty grid countries
 In clean grid states, prefer green bonds that boost public transport
 For social impact, buy bonds financing the UN SDGs
Green bond investors want to achieve positive environmental impact as well as
substantial financial returns. Environmental impact can be measured in a
quantitative or qualitative way. The quantitative route attempts to measure one or
more positive environmental benefits, like tCO2 emission reduction achieved, or
cubic metres (m3) of water use saved.
The qualitative route can be guided by the United Nationals Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Bond investors looking to advance a range of
environmental and social goals, can seek out bonds that advance specific SDGs.
Quantitative route to measuring impact

Single metric
required

One way to measure environmental impact is via a metric that estimates the likely
tCO2 emission reduction achieved, per USD thousand of bond outstanding. While
some bond issuers, like Hannon Armstrong, do supply such a metric, most do not.
Another approach is to use a green bond labelling system that does not just say
whether a bond is green or not. CICERO, for example, labels the bonds either dark
green, medium green or light green.
An alternative method that we favour, is to consider what type of project a green
bond is going to fund and in which country. We use the following identities2 to
identifying the best location for bond proceeds to be spent.
Figure 4: CO2 Identity
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Source: Reduced form of the Kaya Identity; Yoichi Kaya (1990); ‘Impact of Carbon Dioxide Emission Control on GNP
Growth: Interpretation of Proposed Scenarios’. Paper presented to the IPCC Energy and Industry Subgroup,
Response Strategies Working Group, Paris (mimeo)

Two ways to cut
global CO2
emissions

Given that population and wealth are likely to rise the only way to cut CO 2
emissions is to cut CO2/GDP. The two ways to do this are either to:
1. cut a country's carbon intensity of energy, essentially by fuels switching –
moving power generation to renewables from oil, coal and gas
2. cut a country's energy intensity of GDP, by energy efficiency measures
Figure 5 presents carbon intensity of GDP data for select countries, measured in
terms of KCO2/2015 US dollars. Two countries with high carbon intensity of GDP
are South Africa and China, countries that remain heavily reliant on coal for power

2

This is a reduced form of the Kaya identity. The full Kaya identity is CO2 = CO2/toe x toe/GDP x GDP/population x population, where toe is tonnes of oil
equivalent energy.
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generation. Brazil and France have lower carbon intensities: Brazil because it has
a lot of hydro power generation; while France has nuclear.
Figure 5: Carbon intensity of GDP in select countries

Source: Enerdata; Global Energy Statistical Year Book 2019

Finance renewables Perhaps the most impactful way to cut the carbon intensity of energy (and by
in dirty grid countries extension carbon intensity of GDP) is to undertake fuel switching – introducing

renewable energy – in dirty grid countries, where new renewable energy plants
replace coal fired power plants. Building a renewable energy plant in South Africa
or China is likely to more impactful than installing renewable energy in France, as
France is alrady a ‘clean grid’ country.
But does that mean one should not buy green bonds issued out of clean grid
countries, states that have already decarbonised their power generation? Not at
all. In these countries we recommend green bonds issued to fund public transport,
metro or rail systems. Where metros and railways are powered by low carbon
electricity – such as in France, one can achieve positive environmental impact by
getting people to travel by metro or rail, rather than by car or by plane. So green
bonds from likes of SNCF can have a positive environmental impact.
Impact investors looking to achieve the greatest environmental gain, should
understand how decarbonisation is likely to take hold across the world, and choose
to locate their investments for the most positive environmental impact.

Decarbonise power
first, then transport
and buildings

We expect the decarbonisation of power generation we have seen in Europe to
spread around the globe (Figure 6). At the same time, decarbonisation may spread
within economies on a sector by sector basis. Once a country has decarbonised
power generation it may decarbonise transport, buildings, cooking and heating.
This may involve getting cars, buses and motorbikes to be powered by electricity,
instead of oil; and running heating and cooking on electricity rather than gas.
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Figure 6: Schematic Describing Potential Decarbonisation Path

Source: HSBC Global Asset Management

Qualitative
Another way to consider impact is across a wide array of goals, not just
environmental but social too. To do this, one can seek out bonds that fund one or
more of the UN SDGs.

Green and social
bonds can fund the
UN SDGs

While the UN SDGs were adopted by all UN member states in 2015, we think the
bond markets only really linked green and social bonds to the UN SDGs after the
International Capital Markets Association (ICMA) published the document ‘Green
and social bonds; a high-level mapping to the sustainable development goals’ in
June 2018. This publication opened the flood-gates for the practice of linking
green, social and sustainability bond proceeds to specific UN SDGs.
According to the GBPs, green bonds can fund ten or more types of green projects.
The Social Bond Principles (SBP) says social bonds can fund six or more types of
social projects. ICMA’s 2018 document created a mapping between these sixteen
project types and the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (Figure 7).
Figure 7: Mapping from Green and Social Bond Projects to the UN SDGs

Source: ICMA report ‘Green and Social Bonds: a High-Level Mapping to the Sustainable Development Goals’, June
2018
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Green bonds for credit outperformance
 Green bonds may offer an informational advantage over non-green bonds
 Green bonds issuers may better negotiate new laws and consumer behaviour
 The process of issuing a green bond can be beneficial for a firm
So green bonds can be used to maximise environmental impact. But we also think
green bonds can financially outperform non-green bonds over time.
In fact, we see three reasons why green bonds can outperform. First, we think
investing in green bonds, and using an ESG analytical overlay, gives an
informational edge over non-green bonds; more data is provided by green bonds.
We are not advising investors to buy all green bonds. Rather we think the
additional information provided by green bonds offers more insight as to whether or
not to buy the bonds. This informational advantage is likely to be the greatest if one
combines green bond investing with ESG analysis.

Green bond and
ESG analysis tend
to differ

Let’s be clear here. Green bond and ESG advocates approach the world from
slightly different angles. The traditional focus of the green bond market is on the
bond being issued, its use of proceeds, where this is going to be put to work and
the likely impact. By contrast ESG analysis focusses on the issuer of the security,
not so much the security being issued. But we think additional insights can be
gained by combining both methods.

Figure 8: Differences in focus between Green Bond market and ESG analysis

Source: HSBC

Green bond issuers
may be bettter place
regarding new laws

Second, green bond issuers are often better positioned in relation to new market
trends, environmental legislation, and large scale consumer boycotts. One only
needs to think about how Iberdrola’s credit rating has fared much better than
RWE’s over the past decade, or reflect on the collapse of PG&E’s credit rating.
Of course we understand that firms could invest too heavily or too early in
environmental technology, resulting in products that are too expensive or too far
ahead of the market in terms of customer demand. But by and large we think it is
better to be positioned in anticipation of regulatory or consumer environmental
moves, than not to be.
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Third, we think that the process of issuing a green bond can be beneficial, allowing
issuers to sharpen their focus and achieve operational efficiencies. Issuing a green
bond involves key conversations between a firm’s treasury, CEO and operational
divisions, about which projects should be financed or refinanced. These discussion
can define and finesse a firm’s overall strategy.
So firms issuing green bonds may be more alert to some of the tough
environmental, regulatory and social challenges ahead. A company with a strong
environmental focus and a management team that is attuned to ESG concerns,
may outperform its peers.

ESG as a risk
mitigant

We think this is particularly true of the emerging markets, where credit, regulatory
and market risks may be higher, and good analysis and understanding of the ESG
risks they face, can serve as an effective risk mitigant.
Impact today, outperformance tomorrow?
So by investing in green bonds you may not only achieve green impact today, but
also outperform non-green bonds in credit terms, over time: potentially it is a case
of impact today, outperformance tomorrow.
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Preferences within the green bond universe
 We prefer conglomerate style green bonds over pure plays
 We prefer coporate green bonds to financial green bonds
 Resiliency style green bonds may entail additional credit risk
Having made the case for green bonds in terms of environmental impact and
financial performance, which type of green bond do we tend to prefer?
On environmental grounds we often prefer EM green bonds over DM green bonds.
But on credit grounds we tend to i) prefer conglomerate style green bond issuers to
pure play green bond issuers; ii) prefer corporate green bond issuers to bank
green bonds; iii) have reservations about climate resiliency bonds.
Prefer conglomerate green bond issuers to ‘pure plays’
Many investors expect that the green bond market to be the preserve of ‘pure play’
green firms, clean technology and renewable energy firms deriving their revenues
from environmental services, like clean technology or renewable energy firms. In
fact, many green bonds are issued by conglomerates, utilities and financials.
Yet this may be a good thing as the credit quality of pure plays is often much lower
than for conglomerates and financials: pure plays often have non-investment grade
ratings, while conglomerates and financials often are Single A rated. Several pure
play green bond issuers have fallen into distress, including Abengoa and Senvion
in Europe and the Indian water irrigation firm Jain International.

Pure play firms can
struggle

Why can life be so difficult for pure plays? One reason is that environmental
sectors often require government subsidies; and these are often cut when the
market begins to grow successfully. Also, environmental markets that see growing
demand, such as wind turbine manufacturing, can be very competitive.
Prefer corporate green to FI green
We also tend to prefer corporate green bond issuers over bank green bond
issuers. Data gleaned from green bonds can be informative with regards the
issuer’s goals and performance. But this information can be less complete for a
bank green bond than a corporate green bond. This is because when a corporate
issues a green bond it tends to specify which green projects it will finance. But
when a bank issues a green bond it only specifies the type of projects against
which it may lend bond proceeds.3 A bank is less certain how funds will be put to
work by its clients, than a corporate issuer putting the money to work itself.
Prefer resilient issuers to resiliency bonds

Resiliency bonds
entail credit risk

While we like green bonds to produce positive environmental impacts, we are
cautious about the credit quality of bonds funding ‘resiliency’. Of course, issuers
should protect themselves against climate change. But resiliency bonds may be
issued by entities facing near term climate change damage risk.
An example is the city of Cape Town green bond. This was issued in 2017 to fund
water treatment works. Soon afterwards a prolonged drought impacted southern
Africa, as a result of which Moody’s threatened to downgrade Cape Town due to
lost tourism. So it is important to assess how bond issuers are likely to suffer from
climate change damage – storm surges, land inundation, hurricanes, in order to
accurately price resiliency bonds.

3

This potential criticism only holds for bank ‘look forward’ green bond, not for bank ‘look back’ green bonds.
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Green and social bonds in the light of Covid-19
 Sustainability bond supply grew rapidly in 2019
 This year social bond supply is rising in response to the covid-19 crisis
 Investors face a wide variety of impact bonds from which to choose
Green bond supply rose significantly in 2019 over the previous year. But now with
the global economy going into recession, will concern for the environment, and
interest in green bonds, fall sharply? We think not, for a number of reasons.

Green bond fund
AUM has held up

First, from a practical point of view, green bonds have tended to trade in line with
the market during the crisis, and indeed AUM for green bond funds have tended to
hold up better than for most funds4.
So we believe the sub-asset class is solid. And while we have seen a slight dip in
green bond supply versus last year, there has been a sharp rise in social bond
supply5, in part because many issuers have chosen to issue social bonds to help
assist groups negatively hit by covid-19. For example on 26 March, the African
Development Bank issued a USD3bn social bond, the AFDB 0.75% of April 2023.
Bond proceeds aim to cut the impact of COVID-19 on African economies and
livelihoods.
We think the nature of the covid-19 crisis, the fact that it has worsened some
already critical social issues, and the possibility that covid-19 crisis may be caused
by environmental degradation6, means that the focus on environmental and social
issues will increase not decrease.
To our mind the Covid-19 crisis raises profound social issues about social justice,
political power and the type of society we want to live in. This has led for example
to debates as to whether or not firms that operate out of tax havens should enjoy
the same level of state support as others.
Governments may attach significant strings to financial supports it extends to
companies; perhaps demanding that the economic recovery should be green.
Equally, countries that have been embarrassed by their domestic industry’s
inability to manufacture PPE, may look to onshore more manufacturing capacity.
The covid-19 crisis is also a crisis about supply chains and may see more
nationalistic economic policies being introduced.

Investors can buy
from a wide range of
impact bonds

4
5
6

As the world enters a recession we are increasingly hearing that the recovery must
be green and resilient. We expect an expanding range of green and social bond
supply from a range of issuers to fund important environmental and social recovery
measures. Never have impact investors had so many important and rewarding
opportunities to pursue.

‘Green Bond Insights; Delayed but not denied’, HSBC, 15 April 2020, p. 9.
‘Green Bond Insights; Delayed but not denied’, HSBC, 15 April 2020, p. 1
‘”We did it to ourselves”; scientist says instruction into nature led to pandemic’, Guardian, 25 April 2020.
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